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Abstract—Until high-fidelity quantum computers
with a large number of qubits become widely available,
classical simulation remains a vital tool for algorithm
design, tuning, and validation. We present a simulator
for the Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm
(QAOA). Our simulator is designed with the goal of
reducing the computational cost of QAOA parameter
optimization and supports both CPU and GPU exe-
cution. Our central observation is that the computa-
tional cost of both simulating the QAOA state and
computing the QAOA objective to be optimized can
be reduced by precomputing the diagonal Hamiltonian
encoding the problem. We reduce the time for a typical
QAOA parameter optimization by eleven times for
n = 26 qubits compared to a state-of-the-art GPU
quantum circuit simulator based on cuQuantum. Our
simulator is available on GitHub: https://github.com/
jpmorganchase/QOKit

I. Introduction
Quantum computers offer the prospect of accelerating

the solution of a wide range of computational problems [1].
At the same time, only a small number of quantum
algorithmic primitives with provable speedup have been
identified, motivating the development of heuristics. Due
to the limited availability and imperfections of near-term
quantum computers, the design and validation of heuris-
tic quantum algorithms have been largely performed in
classical simulation. Additionally, classical simulators are
commonly used to validate the results obtained on small-
scale near-term devices. As a consequence, fast, high-
performance simulators are a crucial tool for algorithm
development.

Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm
(QAOA) [2], [3] is one of the most promising
quantum algorithms for combinatorial optimization.
QAOA approximately solves optimization problems by
preparing a parameterized quantum state such that upon
measuring it, high quality solutions are obtained with
high probability.

Due to the difficulty of theoretical analysis, QAOA
performance is commonly analyzed numerically. Recently,
Boulebnane and Montanaro demonstrated numerically
that QAOA scales better than state-of-the-art classical
solvers for random 8-SAT [4]. The demonstrated potential
of QAOA as an algorithmic component that enables quan-
tum speedups motivates the development of tools for its
numerical study. Since QAOA performance increases with
circuit depth p, it is particularly interesting to simulate
high-depth QAOA. For example, Ref. [4] only observes a
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Fig. 1: Overview of the simulator. Precomputing and
storing the diagonal cost operator reduces the cost of
both simulating the phase operator in QAOA as well as
evaluating the QAOA objective.

quantum speedup with QAOA for p ≳ 14 and Ref. [5]
demonstrates that p ≥ 12 is needed for QAOA to be
competitive with classical solvers for the MaxCut problem
on 3-regular graphs.

We implement a fast state-vector simulator for the
study of QAOA. Our simulator is optimized for simulating
QAOA with high depth as well as repeated evaluation of
QAOA objective, which is required for tuning the QAOA
parameters. To accelerate the simulation, we first precom-
pute the values of the function to be optimized (see Fig. 1).
The result of precomputation is reused during the parame-
ter optimization. The precomputation algorithm is easy to
parallelize, making it amenable to GPU acceleration. The
precomputation requires storing an exponentially-sized
vector, increasing the memory footprint of the simulation
by only 12.5%. Our technique is general, and we implement
transverse-field and Hamming-weight-preserving xy mix-
ers. We achieve orders of magnitude speedups over state-
of-the-art state-vector and tensor-network simulators and
demonstrate scalability to 1,024 GPUs [6]. We implement
the developed simulator in QOKit framework, which also
provides optimized parameters and additional tooling for
a set of commonly studied problems

We use the developed simulator to simulate QAOA with
up to 40 qubits, enabling a scaling analysis of QAOA
performance on the LABS problem. The details of the
observed quantum speedup over state-of-the-art classical
solvers are described in detail in Ref. [6].
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II. Background
Consider the problem of minimizing a cost function f :

F → R defined on a subset F of the Boolean cube Bn. The
bijection B ∼= {−1, 1} is used to express the cost function
f as a polynomial in terms of spins

f(s) =
L∑

k=1
wk

∏
i∈tk

si, si ∈ {−1, 1}. (1)

The polynomial is defined by a set of terms T =
{(w1, t1), (w2, t2), . . . (wL, tL)}. Each term consists of a
weight wk ∈ R and a set of integers tk from 1 to n, i.e.,
tk ⊆ {i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Constant offset is encoded using a
term (woffset,∅).

We present numerical results for QAOA applied to
the following two problems. First, we consider the com-
monly studied MaxCut problem. The cost function for
the MaxCut problem is given by

∑
i,j∈E

1
2 sisj− |E|

2 where
G = (V, E) is the problem graph, T = E, and si ∈ {−1, 1}
are the variables to be optimized. Second, we consider the
Low Autocorrelation Binary Sequences (LABS) problem.
The cost function for the LABS problem with n variables
is given by 2

∑n−3
i=1 si

∑⌊ n−i−1
2 ⌋

t=1
∑n−i−t

k=t+1 si+tsi+ksi+k+t +∑n−2
i=1 si

∑⌊ n−i
2 ⌋

k=1 si+2k.
The QAOA state is prepared by applying phase and

mixing operators in alternation. The phase operator is
diagonal and adds phases to computational basis states
based on the values of the cost function. The mixing
operator, also known as the mixer, is non-diagonal and is
used to induce non-trivial dynamics. The phase operator is
created using the diagonal problem Hamiltonian given by
Ĉ =

∑
x∈F f(x) |x⟩⟨x|, where |x⟩ is a computational basis

quantum state. The spectrum of the operator matches
the values of the cost function to be optimized, thus the
ground state |x∗⟩ of such Hamiltonian corresponds to the
optimal value f(x∗). The goal of QAOA is to bring the
quantum system close to a state such that upon measuring
it, we obtain x∗ with high probability.

The QAOA circuit is given by∣∣∣γ⃗β⃗
〉

=
p∏

l=1

(
e−iβlM̂ e−iγlĈ

)
|s⟩ .

If F = Bn, the standard choices are the transverse-field
operator M̂ =

∑
i xi as the mixer and uniform superposi-

tion |+⟩⊗n as the initial state. The free parameters γl and
βl are chosen to minimize the expected solution quality
⟨γ⃗β⃗|Ĉ|γ⃗β⃗⟩, typically using a local optimizer.

III. Simulation of QAOA using QOKit

The convention of representing a quantum program
as a sequence of quantum gates may pose limitations
when simulating QAOA classically. In standard gate-based
simulators such as Qiskit and QTensor, the phase operator
must be compiled into gates. The number of these gates
typically scales polynomially with the number of terms

in the cost function |T |. The overhead is especially large
when considering objectives with higher order terms, such
as k-SAT with k > 3 and Low Autocorrelations Binary Se-
quences (LABS) problem. Existing state-vector simulators
primarily work by iterating over each gate in the circuit
and modifying the state vector. By exploiting the structure
of the circuit, our state-vector simulator recognizes that
each application of the phase operator involves the same
set of gates and that the set acts as a diagonal operator,
reducing the cost of simulation.

A. Precomputation of the cost vector
QOKit precomputes the diagonal elements in the oper-

ator Ĉ, which are the values of the cost function f for
each assignment of the input. The values are stored as
a 2n-sized cost vector, which encodes all the information
about the problem Hamiltonian. QOKit provides simple
high-level API which supports both cost functions de-
fined as a polynomial on spins (see Listing 1), as well
as a Python lambda function. For precomputation using
polynomial terms (Eq. 1), we start by allocating an array
of zeroes, and iterate over terms in T , applying a GPU
kernel in-parallel for each element of the array. The binary
representation of an index of a vector element corresponds
to qubit values in a basis state. This allows us to calculate
the value of the term using bitwise-XOR and “population
count" operations. The kernel calculates the term value
and adds it to a single element of the vector in-place. This
has the advantage of locality, which is beneficial for GPU
parallelization and distributed computing.

To apply the phase operator with parameter γl, we
perform an element-wise product of the state vector and
e−iγlC⃗ , where C⃗ is the cost vector and the exponentia-
tion is applied element-wise. After simulating the QAOA
evolution, we reuse the precomputed C⃗ to evaluate the
expected solution quality ⟨γ⃗β⃗|Ĉ|γ⃗β⃗⟩ by taking an inner
product between C⃗ and the QAOA state.

B. Mixing operator
Application of the mixing operator is more challenging

than that of the phase operator, and accounts for the
vast majority of computational cost in our simulation. We
briefly discuss the implementation using the example of
the transverse-field mixer. Other mixers are implemented
similarly. The transverse-field mixer can be decomposed
into products of local gates as UM = e−iβ

∑
i

xi =∏
i e−iβxi . Each gate e−iβx = cos(β)i − i sin(β)x “mixes"

two probability amplitudes, and all n gates mix all 2n

probability amplitudes. Classical simulation of this oper-
ation requires all-to-all communication, where each out-
put vector element depends on every entry of the input
vector. For example, for β = π/2 the phase operator
implements the Walsh-Hadamard transform, which is a
Fourier transform on the Boolean cube Bn. The definition
of QAOA mixing operator via Walsh-Hadamard transform
was known for a long time, see e.g., Refs. [3], [7]. In fact,



the ability of quantum computers to efficiently perform
Walsh-Hadamard transform [8], [9], which is the central
building block for the famed Grover’s algorithm [10], was
the inspiration for the definition of the QAOA mixer [3].

Our GPU simulator implements each e−iβxi of the
mixing operator by applying a GPU kernel which modifies
two elements of the state vector. Since these calculations
do not interfere with each other, the updates on all pairs
of elements in the state vector can be done in place and
in parallel, hence well-utilizing the parallelization power
of the GPU. The algorithm for simulating a single e−iβxi

is described in Algorithm 1. To simulate the full mixer,
Algorithm 1 is applied to each qubit i ∈ [n], as shown
in Algorithm 2. Both algorithms modify the state vector
in-place without using any additional memory.

The full QAOA simulation algorithm in QOKit is de-
scribed in Algorithm 3. Furthermore, we implement the
simulation using NVIDIA cuQuantum framework, by re-
placing Algorithm 2 with calls to the cuStateVec library.
We refer to this implementation as QOKit (cuStateVec).
In addition to the conventional transverse-field mixing
Hamiltonian M =

∑
i xi, we implement Hamming-weight-

preserving xy mixer whose Hamiltonian is given by a
set of two-qubit operators M =

∑
⟨i,j⟩

1
2 (xixj + yiyj)

for ⟨i, j⟩ corresponding to the edges of ring or complete
graphs. The implementation leverages the observation that
Algorithms 1 and 2 can be easily extended to SU(4)
operators.

Algorithm 1 Fast SU(2) On A State Vector

Input: Vector x ∈ CN with N = 2n, a unitary matrix
U⋆ =

(
a −b∗

b a∗

)
∈ SU(2) and a positive integer d ∈ [n]

Output: Vector y = Ux, where U = i⊗(d−1) ⊗ U⋆ ⊗
i⊗(n−d) and i is the 2-dimensional identity matrix

1: Create a reference y to input vector x
2: for k1 = 1 to 2n−d do
3: for k2 = 1 to 2d−1 do
4: Compute indices:

l1 ← (k1 − 1)2d + k2
l2 ← (k1 − 1)2d + k2 + 2d−1

5: Simultaneously update yl1 and yl2 :
yl1 ← ayl1 − b∗yl2
yl2 ← byl1 + a∗yl2

6: end for
7: end for
8: return y

C. Distributed simulation
A typical supercomputer consists of multiple identical

compute nodes connected by a fast interconnect. Each
node in turn consists of a CPU and several GPUs. Since
GPUs are much faster in our simulation tasks, we do
not use CPUs in our distributed simulation. Each of K
GPUs holds a slice of the state vector, which corresponds

Algorithm 2 Fast Uniform SU(2) Transform (Single-
node)

Input: Vector x ∈ CN , a unitary matrix U ∈ SU(N)
decomposable into tensor product of n unitary matri-
ces in SU(2), i.e. U =

⊗n
i=1 Ui = Un ⊗ · · · ⊗ U2 ⊗ U1,

where Ui =
(

ai −b∗
i

bi a∗
i

)
∈ SU(2) and N = 2n

Output: Vector y = Ux
1: Create a reference y to input vector x
2: for i = 1 to n do
3: Apply Algorithm 1 with U⋆ ← Ui and d← i
4: end for
5: return y

Algorithm 3 Fast Simulation of QAOA
Input: Initial vector x ∈ CN , QAOA circuit param-
eters β, γ ∈ Rp, cost function f : Zn

2 → R, where
N = 2n

Output: State vector after applying the QAOA cir-
cuit to x

1: Pre-compute (and cache) cost values for all binary
strings into a vector c ∈ CN

2: Initialize output vector y ← x
3: for l = 1 to p do
4: Apply phase operator:

for k = 1 to N do
yk ← e−iγlck yk

end for
5: Apply mixing operator:

Apply Algorithm 2 on y with ai ← cos βl, bi ←
sin βl ∀ i ∈ [n]

6: end for
7: return y

to fixing the values of a set of k = log2(K) qubits. For
example, for K = 2 GPUs, the first GPU holds probability
amplitudes for states with the first qubit in state |0⟩, while
the second GPU holds states with first qubit in the state
|1⟩. In general, using K GPUs allows us to increase the
simulation size by k qubits.

During the precomputation, the cost vector C⃗ is sliced
in the same way as the state vector. Due to the locality
discussed above, the precomputation and the phase oper-
ator application do not require any communication across
GPUs. The most expensive part of the simulation is the
mixing operator, since it requires an all-to-all communi-
cation pattern. In our simulation we distribute the state
vector by splitting it into K chunks, which corresponds
to fixing first k qubits, which we call global qubits. Bits of
the binary representation of the node index determine the
fixed qubit values. The remaining n−k qubits are referred
to as local qubits.

The mixer application starts by applying the e−iβxi

gates that correspond to local qubits. To apply x rotations



on global qubits, we reshape the distributed state vector
using the MPI_Alltoall MPI collective. This operation
splits each local state vector further into K subchunks
and transfers subchunk A of process B into subchunk B
of process A. If each subchunk consists of one element and
we arrange the full state vector in a matrix with process id
as column index and subchunk id as the row index, then
the call to MPI_Alltoall performs a transposition of this
matrix. For a n-qubit simulation the algorithm requires
2k ≤ n to ensure that there is at least one element in each
subchunk. Consider the state vector reshaped as a tensor
Vabc with a being the process id representing the k global
qubits, b being a multi-index of first k local qubits, and
c being a multi-index of the last n− 2k qubits. Then the
MPI_Alltoall operation corresponds to a transposition of
the first two indices, i.e., Vabc → Vbac. Thus, after this
transposition, the global qubits become local and we are
free to apply operations on those k global qubits locally
in each process. The algorithm concludes by applying
the MPI_Alltoall once again to restore the original qubit
ordering. This algorithm is described in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Fast Uniform SU(2) Transform (Multi-
node)

Input: Vector x ∈ CN distributed over K nodes, a
unitary matrix U =

⊗n
i=1 Ui = Un ⊗ · · · ⊗ U2 ⊗ U1,

where Ui ∈ SU(2) and N = 2n

Output: Distributed vector y = Ux
1: Create a reference y to the local slice of input vector

x
2: for i = 1 to n− log2 K do
3: Apply Algorithm 1 with U⋆ ← Ui and d← i to the

local slice y.
4: end for
5: Run in-place MPI_AlltoAll on the local slice y.
6: for i = n− log2 K + 1 to n do
7: Apply Algorithm 1 with U⋆ ← Ui and d← i−log2 K

to the local slice y.
8: end for
9: Run in-place MPI_AlltoAll on the local slice y.

10: return y

The MPI_Alltoall is known be a challenging collective
communication routine, since it requires the total trans-
fer of the full state vector K times. There exist many
algorithms for this implementation [11], [12], each with
its own trade-offs. Furthermore, the same communication
problem occurs in applying distributed Fast Fourier Trans-
form (FFT), which has been studied extensively [13], [14],
[15], [16]. In this work, we use the out-of-the-box MPI
implementation Cray MPICH. Utilizing the research on
distributed FFT may help further improve our implemen-
tation.

IV. Examples of use
QOKit consists of two conceptual parts:

1) Low-level simulation API defined by an abstract
class qokit.fur.QAOAFastSimulatorBase

2) Easy-to-use one-line methods for simulating Max-
Cut, LABS and portfolio optimization problems

The low-level simulation API is designed to pro-
vide more flexibility in terms of inputs, methods
and outputs of simulation. The simulation inputs can
be specified by providing either terms T or ex-
isting pre-computed diagonal vector. The simulation
method is specified by using a particular subclass of
qokit.fur.QAOAFastSimulatorBase or by using a short-
hand method qokit.fur.choose_simulator. This simu-
lator class is the main means of simulation, with input
parameters being passed in the constructor, the simulation
done in simulate_qaoa method, and outputs type specified
by choosing a corresponding method of the simulator
object. An example of using the simulator with input
terms parameter is shown in Listing 1.

1 import qokit

2 simclass = qokit.fur.choose_simulator(name=’auto’)

3 n = 28 # number of qubits

4 # terms for all -to-all MaxCut with weight 0.3

5 terms = [(.3, (i, j)) for i in range(n) for j in

range(i+1, n)]

6 sim = simclass(n, terms=terms)

7 # get precomputed cost vector

8 costs = sim.get_cost_diagonal ()

9 result = sim.simulate_qaoa(gamma , beta)

10 E = sim.get_expectation(result)

Listing 1: Evaluating the QAOA objective for weighted
MaxCut problem on an all-to-all graph using QOKit.

QOKit implements five different simulator classes that
share the same API:

1) python – A portable CPU numpy-based version
2) c – Custom CPU simulator implemented in C
3) nbcuda – GPU simulator using numba
4) gpumpi – A distributed version of the GPU simulator
5) cusvmpi – A distributed GPU simulator with cuS-

tateVec as backend

To choose from the simulators, one may use one of the
following three methods, depending on the choice of mixer
type:

1) qokit.fur.choose_simulator()
2) qokit.fur.choose_simulator_xyring()
3) qokit.fur.choose_simulator_xycomplete()

Each of these simulators accepts an optional name param-
eter. The default simulator is chosen based on existence of
GPU or configured MPI environment. An example of using
a custom mixer for simulation is provided in Listing 2.



1 import qokit

2 simclass = qokit.fur.choose_simulator_xycomplete ()

3 n = 40

4 terms = qokit.labs.get_terms(n)

5 sim = simclass(n, terms=terms)

6 result = sim.simulate_qaoa(gamma , beta)

7 E = sim.get_expectation(result)

Listing 2: Using QOKit with a different mixing operator:
M =

∑
⟨i,j⟩

1
2 (xixj +yiyj) for tuples ⟨i, j⟩ from a complete

graph on qubits.

The constructor of each simulator class accepts one of
terms or costs argument. The terms argument is a list of
tuples (wk, tk), where wk is the weight of product defined
by tk, whih is a tuple of integers specifying the indices of
Boolean variables involved in this product, as described
in Equation 1. The simulation method returns a result
object, which is a representation of the evolved state
vector. The data type of this object may change depending
on simulator type, and for best portability it is advised
to use the output methods instead of directly interacting
with this object. The output methods all have get_ prefix,
accept the result object as their first argument, and
return CPU values. These methods are:

1) get_expectation(result)
2) get_overlap(result)
3) get_statevector(result)
4) get_probabilities(result)

When evaluating the expectation and overlap with
the ground state, the cost vector from the phase op-
erator is used by default. This vector is precomputed
at the class instantiation and can be retrieved using
get_cost_diagonal() method. Alternatively, the user may
specify a custom cost vector by passing it as the costs
argument when calling get_expectation or get_overlap.

The output methods may accept additional optional
arguments depending on the type of the simulator. For
example, GPU simulators’ get_probabilities method
has preserve_state argument (default True) which spec-
ifies whether to preserve the statevector for additional
calculations; otherwise, the norm-square operation will be
applied in-place. In both cases, the method returns a real-
valued array of probabilities. Distributed GPU simulators
accept mpi_gather argument (default True) that signals
the method to return a full state vector on each node.
Specifying mpi_gather = True guarantees that the same
code will produce the same result if the hardware-specific
simulator class is changed. An example of using QOKit for
distributed simulation is provided in Listing 3.

1 import qokit

2 simclass = qokit.fur.choose_simulator(name=’

cusvmpi ’)

3 n = 40

4 terms = qokit.labs.get_terms(n)

5 sim = simclass(n, terms=terms)

6 result = sim.simulate_qaoa(gamma , beta)

7 E = sim.get_expectation(result , preserve_state=

False)

Listing 3: Evaluating the QAOA objective for LABS
problem using MPI on a distributed computing system
using QOKit. The preserve_state argument is used to
reduce memory usage when evaluating the expectation
value.

V. Performance of QOKit

We now present a comparison of QOKit performance to
state-of-the-art state-vector and tensor-network quantum
simulators. We show that our framework has lower run-
times and scales well to large supercomputing systems.
All reported benchmarks are executed on the Polaris
supercomputer accessed through the Argonne Leadership
Computing Facility. Single-node results are obtained using
a compute node with two AMD EPYC 7713 64-Core CPUs
with 2 threads per core, 503 GB of RAM and an NVIDIA
A100 GPU with 80 GB of memory. In all experiments the
state vector is stored with double precision (complex128
data type).

A. CPU and GPU simulation
The CPU simulation is implemented in two ways: using

the NumPy Python library and using a custom C code
(“c” simulator above). The latter is more performance, so
we only report the results with c simulator. We evaluate
the CPU performance by simulating QAOA with p = 6 on
MaxCut random regular graphs.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of runtime for varying
number of qubits for commonly-used CPU simulators. We
use QOKit c simulator, Qiskit Aer state-vector simulator
version 0.12.2, and OpenQAOA “vectorized” simulator
version 0.1.3. We observe ≈ 5 − 10× speedup against
Qiskit [17] and OpenQAOA [18] across a wide range
of values of n. We note that the simulation method in
QAOAKit [19] is Qiskit, which is why we do not bench-
mark it separately.

We evaluate the GPU performance by evaluating time
to simulate one layer of QAOA applied to the LABS
problem. Fig. 3 provides a comparison between QOKit and
commonly used state-vector (Qiskit [17] version 0.43.3,
cuStateVec [20]) and tensor-network (cuTensorNet [20],
QTensor [21]) simulators. We used CuQuantum Python
package version 23.6.0 and cudatoolkit version 14.4.4. The
tensor network timing is obtained by running calculation
of a single probability amplitude for various values of
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QOKit simulator uses the precomputation which is not
included in current plot. The precomputation time is
amortized, as shown on Figure 4. QOKit can be configured
to use cuStateVec for application of the mixing operator,
which provides the best results.

1 ≤ p ≤ 15 and dividing the total contraction time
by p. Deep circuits have optimal contraction order that
produces contraction width equal to n. Since obtaining
batches of amplitudes does not produce high overhead [22],
this serves as a lower bound for full state evolution. Note
that the so-called “lightcone approach”, wherein only the
reverse causal cone of the desired observable is simulated,
does not significantly reduce the resource requirements due
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Fig. 4: Total simulation time vs. number of layers in
QAOA circuit for LABS problem with n = 26. The GPU
precomputation is fast enough to provide speedup over the
gate-based state-vector simulation (cuStateVec) even for a
single evaluation of the QAOA circuit.

to the high depth and connectivity of the phase operator.
For QTensor, “tamaki_30” contraction optimization algo-
rithm is used. CuTensorNet contraction is optimized with
default settings. It is possible that the performance can
be improved by using diagonal gates [23], which are only
partially supported by cuTensorNet at this moment.

For n > 20, we observe that the precomputation pro-
vides orders of magnitude speedups for simulation of a
QAOA layer. The LABS problem has a large number of
terms in the cost function, leading to deep circuits which
put tensor network simulators at a disadvantage. As a
consequence, we observe that tensor network simulators
are slower than state-vector simulation. We also observe
that using cuStateVec as a backend for mixer gate simu-
lation provides additional ≈ 2× speedup, possibly due to
higher numerical efficiency achieved by in-house NVIDIA
implementation. We do not include the precomputation
cost in Fig. 3. This cost is amortized over application
of a QAOA layer as shown in Fig. 4, and is negligible
if precomputation is performed on GPU. Simulation of
each layer in a deep quantum circuit has the same time
and memory cost. Thus, to obtain the time for multiple
function evaluations, one can simply use this plot with
aggregate number of layers in all function evaluations.

Our best GPU performance for QAOA on LABS prob-
lem is ≈ 6 seconds per QAOA layer for n = 31 using
double precision. This simulation requires the same mem-
ory amount as one with n = 32 using single precision. In
addition to our own implementation, we benchmark the
same simulator as in the Ref. [24] on the LABS problem.
For smaller n ≤ 26, QOKit with cuStateVec shows a ≈ 20×
speedup from our precomputation approach. We discuss
the choice of cuStateVec as the baseline as well as other
state-of-the-art simulation techniques in Sec. VI.
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B. Distributed simulation

Finally, we scale the QAOA simulation to n = 40 qubits
using 1024 GPUs of the Polaris supercomputer. At n = 40,
we observe a runtime of ≈ 20 s per layer. The results of
the simulation are discussed in detail in Ref. [6]. Here, we
focus on the technical aspects of the simulation.

In distributed experiments, we use compute nodes of
Polaris with 4 NVIDIA A100 GPUs with 40GB of memory.
The maximum values of f are known for n < 65, and
they are less then 216. Therefore, we are able to store the
precomputed diagonal as a 2n vector of uint16 values,
which reduces the memory overhead of the cost value
vector. As discussed in Section III-C, the most expensive
part of this simulation is communication. We implement
two approaches for this simulation, a custom MPI code
that uses MPI_Alltoall collective and an implementation
leveraging the distributed index swap operation in cuStat-
eVec. Weak scaling results in Figure 5 demonstrate the ad-
vantage of cuStateVec implementation of communication.
The GPUs co-located on a single node are connected with
high-bandwidh NVLink network. To transfer data between
nodes, GPU data need to transfer to CPU for subsequent
transfer to another node. This requires the communication
to correctly choose the communication method depending
on GPU location. MPI has built-in support which can
be enabled using MPI_GPU_SUPPORT_ENABLED environment
variable. However, it shows worse performance than the
cuStateVec communication code, which uses direct CUDA
peer-to-peer communication calls for local GPU communi-
cation. We observe that our performance is comparable to
distributed simulation reported in Ref. [24], despite having
2× fewer GPUs per node. This is due to the majority of
time being spent in communication, which is confirmed by

our smaller-scale profiling experiments. Further research,
including adapting the communication patterns used in
high-efficiency FFT algorithms, may improve our results.

VI. Related work
Classical simulation of quantum systems is a dynamic

field with a plethora of simulation algorithms [25], [21],
[26], [27] and a variety of use cases [28], [29]. The main
approaches to simulation are tensor network contraction
algorithms and state-vector evolution algorithms. Tensor
network algorithms are able to utilize the structure of
quantum circuit and need not store the full 2n-dimensional
state vector when simulating n qubits. Instead, they
construct a tensor network and contract it in the most
efficient way possible. This approach works best when the
circuit is shallow, since the tensor network contraction
can be performed across qubit dimension instead of over
time dimension. The main research areas of this approach
are finding the best contraction order [30], [31], [32] and
applying approximate simulation algorithms [33], [34].
However, while there is no theoretical limitation on simu-
lating deep circuits using tensor networks, it is challenging
to implement a performant simulator of deep quantum
circuits based on tensor networks, as demonstrated by the
numerical experiments above.

The state vector evolution algorithms are more straight-
forward and intuitive to implement. The main limitation
of state-vector simulator is the 2n size of the state vector.
There are many approaches to improve state-vector simu-
lators. Compressing the state vector has been proposed to
reduce the memory requirement and enable the simulation
of a higher number of qubits [35]. To utilize the structure
in the set of quantum gates, some state-vector simulators
use the gate fusion approach [36], [37], [38], [39]. The idea
is to group the gates that act on a set of F qubits, then
create a single F -qubit gate by multiplying these gates
together. This approach is often applied for F = 2 and
provides significant speed improvements. Computing the
fused gate requires storing 4F complex numbers, which is
a key limitation. Our approach corresponds to using gate
fusion with F = n, but the group of gates is known to
produce a diagonal gate, which can be stored as a vector
of only 2n elements.

In our comparison in Sec. V-A, we do not enable gate
fusion in cuStateVec. While gate fusion may improve the
performance of cuStateVec, we believe it is very unlikely
to achieve the same efficiency as our method of using
the precomputed diagonal cost operator. Our argument is
based on examining the results reported in Ref. [24]. The
central challenge for gate fusion is presented by the fact
that the phase operator for the LABS problem requires
many gates to implement. For example, for n = 31, the
LABS cost function has ≈ 75n terms, with many of them
being 4-order terms. If decomposed into 2-qubit gates, the
circuit for QAOA with p = 1 for the LABS problem has
≈ 160n gates after compilation. For comparison, QAOA



circuit from Ref. [24] for n = 33 and p = 2 has 50n
un-fused gates, which is ≈ 7× fewer. After gate fusion,
the circuits from Ref. [24] have ≈ 4n fused gates. Our
precomputation approach reduces the number of gates to
practically only the n mixer gates. Thus, assuming that
application of a single gate takes the same amount of time
for any statevector simulator, we can expect a speedup in
the range of 4 − 160×. We note that while this estimate
does not take into account various other time factors and
variation in gate application times, it provides intuition for
why we rule out gate fusion outperforming our techniques.

While there exist a multitude of quantum simulation
frameworks, the best results for state-vector GPU simu-
lation that we found in the literature were reported in
Ref. [24] (cuQuantum) and Ref. [36] (qsim). Ref. [24]
reports ≈ 10 seconds for simulating QAOA with p = 2,
n = 33 qubits and 1650 gates, using the complex64 data
type on a single A100 GPU with 80 GB memory. Ref. [36]
presents single-precision simulation results on a A100 GPU
with 40 GB memory. The benchmark uses random circuits
of depth of 20. The reported simulation time for n = 32 is
≈ 6 seconds. Notably, this time may depend significantly
on the structure of the circuit since it impacts the gate
fusion, as shown in Ref. [37]. Assuming similar gate count,
these results show very similar performance, since the
simulation in Ref. [24] is two times larger. This motivates
our use of cuQuantum (Ref. [24]) as a baseline state-of-
the-art state-vector quantum simulator.

Symmetry of the function to be optimized has been
shown to enable a reduction in the computational and
memory cost of QAOA simulation [40], [41], [42]. While we
do not implement symmetry-based optimizations in this
work, they can be combined with our techniques to further
improve performance.

In addition to the simulation method, many simula-
tors differ in the scope of the project. Some simulators
like cuQuantum [24] position themselves as a simulator-
development SDK, with flexible but complicated API. On
the other hand, there exist simulation libraries that focus
on the quantum side and delegate the concern of low-level
performance to other libraries [18], [19]. Many software
packages exist somewhere in the middle, featuring full
support for quantum circuit simulation and focusing on
end-to-end optimization efforts on a particular quantum
algorithm or circuit type [29], [33]. QOKit is positioned as
one of such packages, as it provides both an optimized low-
level QAOA-specific simulation algorithm as well as high-
level quantum optimization API for specific optimization
problems.

VII. Conclusion
We develop a fast and easy-to-use simulation framework

for quantum optimization. We apply a simple but powerful
optimization by precomputing the values of the cost func-
tion. We use the precomputed values to apply the QAOA
phase operator by a single elementwise multiplication and

to compute the QAOA objective by a single inner product.
We provide an easy-to-use high-level API for a range of
commonly considered problems, as well as low-level API
for extending our code to other problems. We demonstrate
orders of magnitude gains in performance compared to
commonly used quantum simulators. By scaling our simu-
lator to 1,024 GPUs and 40 qubits, we enabled an analysis
of QAOA on the Low Autocorrelation Binary Sequences
problem that demonstrated a quantum speedup over state-
of-the-art classical solvers [6].

After this manuscript appeared on arXiv, we became
aware of a serial CPU-only Python implementation of
a QAOA simulator that uses diagonal Hamiltonian pre-
computation and Fast Walsh-Hadamard transform to ac-
celerate QAOA state simulation and QAOA objective
evaluation [43], [44]. We note that Ref. [43] requires two
applications of fast Walsh-Hadamard transform (forward
and inverse) and a diagonal Hamiltonian operation to sim-
ulate one layer of QAOA mixer, whereas Algorithms 1, 2
apply the mixer in one step with a cost equivalent to
one application of fast Walsh-Hadamard transform. In
addition, the implementation of fast Walsh-Hadamard
transform in Ref. [43] requires one additional copy of the
input state vector, whereas Algorithms 1, 2 applies the
mixer in place.
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